SpagoWorld Newsletter N°27 - April 2011

Dear Subscriber,

SpagoWorld initiative and its open-source solutions are enriching their offering with new functionalities (in line with end-users’ needs) and are going in the same providence as the upcoming Spago4Q release, enabling ISVs to on-demand suite; this is much more. Moreover, SpagoWorld has launched new projects in its open-source ecosystem through the new free supporting partnership, which will offer many benefits for new partners.

Last but not least, SpagoWorld solutions are participating in a lot of international events such as OW2 and more. We are looking forward to meeting you in Paris, Berlin, and Brussels.

Best regards,

SpagoWorld Communications

News

Spaggol for Cloud now available!

Spaggol, the only entirely open source Business Intelligence suite, enriches its offering with the new Cloud BI service. It allows you to use an instance of Spaggol Server, through a remote connection, in order to customize it, upload your data and deploy your analysis. [Read More]

Spaggol Suite on-demand available now!

The Spaggol "on-demand evaluation" service allows you to get a quick evaluation of Spaggol suite effectiveness through the agile development of Proof of Concepts and/or Pilot Projects. The service is delivered directly by Spaggol core team, who guarantees the best result at the lowest price. [Read More]

Spaggol Shop is now open to buy SpagoWorld services online!

Spaggol Shop is the on-line shop where you can buy the support services and training courses of Spaggol. The service is available now, browse the on-line services and put them into your shopping cart, to buy them at advantageous prices. The preview of the recorded training courses that you can buy in Spaggol Shop are available in the [Read More]

SpagoBI 3.0 is coming soon! Released next June

SpagoBI team announces that SpagoBI 3.0 will be released in June. This new version will include a lot of new functionalities, services and solutions, such as SpagoBI on-demand, ad-hoc reporting, in-memory analysis, mobile BI, Cloud BI, real-time BI, location intelligence.

More details and the Press Release are available [here].

eBPM 0.7-Runtime Release available now

eBPM 0.7 Runtime release has been released. Download it [here now]. This new release will allow you to realize a complete BPM solution for OSS. The eBPM 0.7 project provides UI and runtime support, to allow to deploy and manage the OSS services in a declarative way as well as to manage the operation of the OSS services.

Moreover, the eBPM project delivers and consolidates Spaggol core, thanks to the adoption of the Eclipse platform, which is already considered to be one of the most efficient open-source products on the market.

Events

Italian Ubuntu Party

Location: April 33rd - May 5th, 2011
Date: April 33rd - May 5th, 2011
Location: Paris, France
Date: April 33rd - May 5th, 2011
Also this year Engineering Group participates in the first Italian Ubuntu Party, a two-days event dedicated to Ubuntu including talks, demonstrations and debates. Horas, Spaggol, Spagic and Spagic developer, presents Spagnol, the Open Source Business Intelligence suite, and the relation between enterprises and open source software communities. The event takes place on 33rd April from 3:00 to 4:30 p.m. CET. [More Details]

Solutions Linux 2011

Location: Brussels, Belgium
Date: June 8th - 9th, 2011
Location: Brussels, Belgium
Date: June 8th - 9th, 2011
Also this year Engineering Group participates in Solutions Linux, the First International Symposium on Open-Source Process Discovery and Analysis, which is organized by the Italian Open Source Community. The event will be there to participate in the various sessions of the event, to meet you and answer all your questions. See you in Paris.

OW2 Germany Roadshow

Location: Berlin, Germany
Date: May 28th, 2011
Location: Berlin, Germany
Date: May 28th, 2011
SpagoBI participates in the first OW2 Germany Roadshow. As a meeting point for potential partners and members, the event aims at developing awareness about the role that OW2 Consortium is playing in the open source domain at the national level. Stefano Scamuzzo, SpagoBI International Manager at Engineering Group, presents the freeware source solutions Spagic and Spagi, and how they can be used to enhance the decision process of the enterprises.

ICSOB 2011

Location: Venice, Italy
Date: June 8th - 9th, 2011
Location: Venice, Italy
Date: June 8th - 9th, 2011
Stefano Scamuzzo, SpagoBI International Manager, and Antonio Mokr, founder of Spagol project, give a speech entitled "Business-oriented approach in applying Process Mining to operational and management enterprise processes: the point of view of a System Integrator". The Call for papers is open now.

GSPDA 2011

Location: Rome, Italy
Date: June 28th - July 1st, 2011
Location: Rome, Italy
Date: June 28th - July 1st, 2011
SpagoBI and Engineering Group sponsor and participate in GSPDA 2011, the First International Symposium on Open-Source Process Discovery and Analysis, which is organized by the Italian Open Source Community. The event will be there to participate in the various sessions of the event, to meet you and answer all your questions.

Ecosystem

New SpagoWorld partnership program!

SpagoWorld launches a partnership campaign: become a partner now and you’ll take advantage of some special benefits and access to exclusive news.

Moreover, Engineering Group launches the announcement of the launch of new free partnership options: SpagoBI Supporting Partnership. It is suitable for companies and organizations that are already using SpagoBI Suite and want to highlight their knowledge of the suite and contribute to SpagoBI global affirmation. [See terms and benefits]

Spaggol supports Ubisoft in the development of Electric Appliances

Spaggol Electric Appliance with Ubisoft Open Application Studio is available now. Ubisoft Electric Appliances allow to automatically configure complex, multi-tier software solutions in just a few minutes, supporting ISVs Automate Software Configuration in the Cloud for "Hands-Off" Deployments. [More Details]

Spaggol at effective workshop "Open Source: Its place in a cross-border environment"

Spaggol participates in the workshop "Open Source: Its place in a cross-border environment", taking place in Brussels (Belgium) on 7th April 2011. DataCalc Carbonia, Spagol, Ubisoft, Agence, have a speech entitled "The GAIA approach in open source: its quality improvement in products & services development and in service supply through an effective OSS measuring and management approach: the open source experience on Open Source Interoperability"

The presentation is available now [here].

Spaggol supports the comparative analysis on open source forges

Spaggol supports the comparative analysis on data automatically collected from different open source projects forges, which provide valuable information on the forge growth trend and on the life-cycle of the hosted projects. This solution allows to produce statistical analysis on study and research activities as well as to support the expansion of open source projects. The updated results are available in the Italian Open Source Competence Center website.

Engineering Group in OW2 Board of Directors for 2011

This year Engineering Group actively participates in OW2 Board of Directors through Gabriele Rubini, Architecture and Consulting Director, Engineering Group’s Research and Innovation Division, who has been elected as Corporate Representatives of OW2 Board for 2011. For further information about the elections results, click [here].

New article on the upcoming SpagoBI 3.0 release

The article (in Italian) focuses on the announcement of the release date of SpagoBI 3.0, the only entirely open source Business Intelligence suite, taking place in June. It will include a wide range of new functionalities, services and solutions, such as the ad-hoc reporting, in-memory analysis, mobile BI, Cloud BI, real-time BI and the location intelligence.

Best regards,